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A model is developed in order to calculate temperature distributions in polymer plates undergoing heat 
treatment. The model takes into account the scattering of the medium. Some examples are presented that 
illustrate the differences in the behaviour of glassy and crystalline PET plates subjected to the same heat 
treatment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A knowledge of temperature distributions in a polymeric 
medium undergoing various heat treatments is of funda- 
mental importance in forming processes’. Indeed, visco- 
elastic properties and crystallization kinetics depend on 
the temperature. Heating by means of infrared radiation 
is particularly used in thermoforming’. Such heating has 
a great advantage over heating processes based on heat 
conduction or convection: part of the energy directly 
penetrates the interior of the semi-finished thermoplastic 
product and thus is not subject to the slow heat 
conduction process which characterizes plastics (for 
example, the thermal conductivity is only 0.29 W m- ’ K- ’ 
for PETP, in contrast to 400 W m- ’ K- ’ for copper)3. 
However, experimental measurements are not readily 
practicable, and usually computation is used to determine 
the temperature distribution in sheets of diathermanous 
materials4. In methods of computation previously used, 
all the models are based on the equation for unidimen- 
sional unsteady-state heat conduction with a location- 
dependent heat source 5,6 This heat source takes into . 
account the spectral absorption at different layer depths 
in the material and the spectral emission of the radiator. 

When the polymeric medium is a semi-crystalline 
polymer or when impurities are present in the polymer, 
scattering may occur during heat treatment. The radiative 
heat transfer modification induced by this spectral 
scattering of the medium changes the temperature 
distribution inside the material. The impurities or the 
crystalline structures (called spherulites) have a different 
refractive index from that of the matrix and therefore 
induce light-scattering’. For a semi-crystalline polymer 
the size and number of spherulites are generally determined 
by the thermal history of the material. Consequently, if 
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during the thermal process the polymer goes through the 
crystallization temperature range, the size and number 
of spherulites as well as the spectral scattering parameters 
change’. 

The aim of the present work was to construct a model 
which takes into account the influence of this spectral 
scattering parameter on the temperature distribution 
inside a material undergoing heat treatment. A com- 
parison between numerical and experimental results on 
PET plates will be presented in Part 2, subtitled 
Applications. 

MATERIALS AND INFRARED 
INTERACTIONS 

Generally, in plastics processing, quartz radiators are 
used as infrared radiation sources. These radiators can 
be used in the temperature range 1000 to 2500 K. A 
change in temperature leads to a change in the distri- 
bution of the radiation intensity with wavelength. For a 
black body, the intensity of radiation emitted into 
a hemisphere is described by the Planck law and, 
according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, the total energy 
emitted into this hemisphere is given by 4 = csT4, where 
os is the Stefan constant, while the variation of emitted 
energy with wavelength is obtained by integration of the 
Planck law. For a real radiator the effective energy 
emitted is smaller than that of an ideal black body 
through the value of the emissivity Ed. Moreover, the 
transmittance and the emissivity of the protective quartz 
envelope of the metallic filament have to be taken into 
account. Because these parameters are not easy to 
determine theoretically, the irradiance of the complete 
radiator has been measured in this work (Figure I). 
Owing to the emissivity of the protective quartz envelope 
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Figure 2 (a) Penetration depth versus wavelength for a PET film. (b) 
Total energy emitted versus wavelength for different radiator tem- 
peratures:a,2500K;b,2000K;c,1500K;d,1000K;e,700K 

(the temperature of which is about 1000 K), the spectral 
response of the radiator shows a slight elevation. 

The absorptivitiy A,, the reflectance R,, the transmit- 
tance T,, and the scattering factor c1 are linked by: 

A, + R, + TA + cA = 1 (1) 

These coefficients are well known to be wavelength- 
dependent, so a knowledge of their spectral response is 
of great importance. 

In order to describe the spectral absorption character- 
istics of the material, the Lambert-Bouguer law is used 
here. For practical considerations, it was found to be 
advantageous to describe the absorption behaviour in 
terms of penetration depth E,, the reciprocal of the 
absorption coefficient. The radiation intensity at point x 
is given by 

I(x) = I, exp( -x/E,) (2) 

where I, is the radiation intensity at x = 0, and E, the 
spectral penetration depth. 

The variations of penetration depth with wavelength 
for a glassy poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET) sample 
are reported in Figure 2. It may be noticed that the 
material absorbs slightly in the visible and near-infrared 
regions, and strongly in the far-infrared region. This 
behaviour is not a particularity of PET but a common 
feature of the absorption spectrum of polymers because 
of similarities in their chemical structures. 

At the interface between materials differing in optical 
density, a fraction of the incident radiation penetrates 
into the material, while a fraction is reflected. This 
reflected fraction is relatively low, generally 4-5% of the 
incident flux, even for glossy surfacesg. For a thin film, 
the actual reflectance can be twofold, because the 
reflection occurring when the beam goes through the 
back of the plate must be added to the front surface 
reflection. In this case the losses by reflection and 
absorption may be equal. 

In a scattering medium, the assumption that the path 
of the radiation beam through the material is rectilinear 
is no longer justified, and then it is not possible to use 
the Lambert-Bouger law to describe the radiative flux 
behaviour. Therefore in order to calculate this radiative 
flux, a four-flux model has been used. The spectral scat- 
tering coefficient crl required for this calculation of glassy 
and crystallized PET is given by cl. = W,K,/( 1 - W,), 
where K, is the absorption coefficient and WA the albedo. 
The measurement of this albedo has been performed with 
a spectrometer equipped with a globe photometer. 
Experimental results, reported in Figure 3, show that this 
parameter is highly dependent on wavelength and on the 
crystallinity of the polymer. As it is not easy to obtain 
samples of given crystalline fractions experimentally, and 
therefore to determine their respective spectral scattering 
coefficients, it has been assumed that the variation of the 
spectral scattering coefficient with crystalline fraction is 
linear. 
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Figure 3 Scattering coefficient versus wavelength for (A) crystallized 
PET, (B) glassy PET 
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Figure 4 Crystalline fraction v e r s u s  temperature  for different heating 
rates;  experimental points obtained by d.s.c., and corresponding curves 
determined by equat ion (4). (3, v = 5°C ra in-  1 ; [Z, v = 10°C m i n -  1 ; 
O ,  v = 20°C m i n -  ~ ; I I ,  v = 25°C m i n -  

The crystalline fraction is calculated using Ozawa's 
theory 1°, which is suitable for describing the crystalliz- 
ation kinetics of the material when the process proceeds 
under non-isothermal conditions and when the cooling 
rate or the heating rate changes. In this treatment, which 
extends Avrami and Evans's isothermal theory ~ ~-~4, the 
transformed fraction ~(T), at temperature T and for a 
cooling (or heating) rate v, is given by 

~(T) = 1 - exp[-)~(T)/lv["] (3) 

where )~(T) is the heating (or cooling) crystallization 
function of the polymer, and n is the Avrami number. If 
the cooling or heating rate changes during the process, 
the transformed fraction is obtained bylS: 

~(Tv)= 1 _ e x p [ - ( i = ~  1 )C1/n(Ti)-ZUn(Ti-1))n l v i  

(4) 

The heating crystallization function of the polymer and 
Avrami number were determined by means of thermal 
analysis, using a d.s.c, analyser 16. Figure 4 shows the 
curves calculated, using Ozawa's theory, from the 
experimental data. Following Deterre 17, the maximum 
crystallization rate is never higher than 40% for PET. 

Given the spectral dependence of the various par- 
ameters--emission of the radiator, absorption of the 
medium, reflection, scattering of the medium--the 
heating problem can now be analysed. 

THE HEATING PROBLEM 

The experimental results reported in Figure 2b show 
that a radiator at a temperature of 1000 K emits 75% of 
its energy between 3 and 10 #m, whereas only 30% of 
the radiation energy of a radiator at a temperature of 
2500 K lies in the high-absorption region of PET. In the 
first case, it is possible to consider that the total energy, 
except that reflected at the surface, is absorbed. Despite 
optimal energy efficiency, this heating method is not 
always advantageous, especially for thick plates, because 
of the marked absorption by the surface layers. Moreover, 
the heating rate is governed by the very slow heat 
conduction process, which leads to high temperature 
gradients. In the second case, a fraction of the energy is 

absorbed in the interior of the material, leading to a 
spontaneous increase in temperature, but a large fraction 
of the radiation passes through the material and is 
wasted. It is obvious that the objectives of temperature 
uniformity and energy efficiency conflict with one 
another. 

The usual mechanisms of heat transfer ~8 are outside 
the scope of this paper. Here we consider, for the sake of 
simplicity, the equation for unidimensional unsteady- 
state heat conduction with two location-dependent heat 
s o u r c e s  19 : 

f2T 1 fiT S(x) AH¢ bet(x) 

fx ~ a & + ~ -  + aC~ &(x~ 
I 0 (5) 

where T is the temperature, z the time, k the thermal 
conductivity, a the thermal diffusivity, x the depth, 
S(x)/k the first location-dependent heat source, which 
corresponds to the infrared absorption, and 

AH c aa(x) 

aCp &(x) 
the second location-dependent heat source, induced by 
the material crystallization enthalpy, where AHc is the 
crystallization enthalpy, Cp the specific heat capacity, 
and 6~(x)/&(x) the evolution of the transformed 
fraction. 

CRYSTALLIZATION ENTHALPY HEAT 
SOURCE 

This heat source is taken into account only when the 
material goes through the crystallization temperature 
range. In this case, the measurement of the evolution of 
the transformed fraction f~ /& (calculated by Ozawa's 
equation) gives the value of the source. For PET the 
temperature rise induced by this heat source may vary 
from 0 to 20°C, depending on the crystallization rate. 

THE HEAT SOURCE TRANSFER 
EQUATION S(x) 

The heat source induced by i.r. absorption is highly 
dependent on the optical properties of the material 19'2°. 
These properties are characterized 2 ~'22 by the absorption 
coefficient Kz, the scattering coefficient aa, and the 
scattering phase function Pz. Taking L as the irradiance, 
the general form of the transfer equation is 

dL 
- KaL~ - a~L z + KzL°T 

dx 

o" a 
JPz(x ,  ~', f~)Ld~' (6) 

+ 4n 

where the first and second terms correspond to the losses 
of irradiance by absorption and scattering respectively. 
The third term is the intrinsic emission of the polymer 
at temperature T (which in the present case could be 
neglected). The last term is the increase in irradiance 
induced by light-scattering in the direction considered. 
The scattering phase function Pz(x, f~', ~) is the ratio of 
the value of scattering irradiance in one direction (fl) to 
the value of this scattering irradiance for an isotropic 
scattering medium. In order to determine the phase 
function, the Schuster-Schwarzschild approximation 23 
has been used, which supposes that irradiance is isotropic 
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Figure 5 Illustration of Schuster-Schwarzschild approximation 

for each hemisphere (Figure 5). Then the heat transfer 
equation becomes 

8L, 
x - (2K, + o,)L, + a,L: = 0 (7) 

aL: 
7 + (2K, + aA)L: - a,L, = 0 (8) 

dx 

As the radiation is directional, we cannot consider the 
induced irradiance as isotropic. Then it is necessary to 
add a collimated flux to the isotropic irradiance. These 
collimated fluxes I: and I; and the isotropic irradiances 
L: and 4 lead to a four-flux mode124*25 : 

ar; 
- - K,I; - CJ,,I, - oA& = 0 
ax 

PaI 

aI: 
- - K,I: - oJ: - a,,I: = 0 
ax 

Pb) 

aL; 
- - 2(K, + an,)L; + 2a,,L: = -(a,$,+ + o&)/~c ax 

aL: 
- - 2(K, + o,,)L: + 2a,,L, = - (o,,I: + aAJ; )/x 
ax 

where el, is the transmission scattering coefficient and 
cLr the reflection scattering coefficient. 

This system leads to 

IL = I,, exp (0 1 UW 

1: = I,, exp(-PA (lob) 

Li = a; exp(-y,x) + b; exp(y,x) 

+ c; exp(-P,x) + & expMlx) (1Oc) 

L: = a: exp(-y,x) + b: exp(y,x) 

f c: exp(-I+) f G exp(Blx) (1Od) 

where 

~a = 2CK,(K, + gal + ~r)l~‘~ 
and pk = (K, + glt + crlr) is the extinction coefficient. 

The spectral radiative flux is the summation of the two 
fluxes and the two irradiances: 

@~(x)=(I:-I;)+71(L:-L;) (11) 
The spectral heat source S,(x) is the divergence of the 
spectral radiative flux : 

d@,,(x) S,(x) = -- = - 
d[(I: -I;) + z(L: -L,)] 

dx dx 

(12) 

The heat source S(x) is then 

J 12 S(x) = S,(x) dl (13) 
J.1 

where 1, = 0.51,,, and Iz, = 51,,,. This wavelength 
interval corresponds to 90% of the total energy emitted 
by the radiator9 ; I,,, is given by the Wien law. 

The variations of S(x) with depth for glassy and 
for crystalline materials are shown, for T = 2000 K, in 
Figure 6. This figure shows that when the radiator 
temperature is high, the scattering influence on the heat 
transfer behaviour is preponderant. 

This expression for S(x), when introduced into 
equation (5), leads to a unidimensional unsteady-state 
heat conduction equation which has no analytical 
solutions. A computing program using finite differences 
has been developed for the selection of suitable i.r. 
radiator systems. Application of this program is now 
illustrated by calculations of the time and space de- 
pendence of temperature in PET plates undergoing 
various heat treatments. 

Thickness (mm) 

Figure 6 Heat source versus depth of crystalline and vitreous PET 
for two radiator temperatures: (A) crystalline, T = 2000 K; (B) 
vitreous, T = 2OOOK; (C) crystalline, T= lOOOK; (D) vitreous, 
T= lOOOK 
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Figure 7 Surface temperature of PET plate versus time : experimental 
points and calculated curve 

RESULTS 

To check the validity of the simulation calculation, the 
surface temperatures of PET plates were measured with 
an i.r. camera after different heating times and compared 
with the numerical values. Figure 7 shows that good 
agreement was obtained between measured and calculated 
data. 

Figure 8 shows the influence of radiator temperature 
and crystalline structure of the material on the tem- 
perature profile. All the simulations were done, for best 
understanding of the phenomenon, with a surface heat 
transfer coefficient equal to 50 W m- 2 K-  1. Comparison 
between curves A and C in Figure 8 confirms that a low 
radiator temperature improves the heating yield but leads 
to high temperature gradients. Curves A, B, C and D 
show that the thermal transfer modifications induced by 
scattering are more significant when the radiator tem- 
perature is high. Effectively, for the low-temperature 
radiator, the radiation absorption occurs principally at 
the surface of the material, whatever the structure of the 
material. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The heating of thick pieces or plates of polymer needs a 
high-temperature radiator, i.e. short-wave radiation. 
Such radiation is uniformly absorbed inside the medium 
and produces the uniform and rapid heating generally 
necessary in the forming process. Under these conditions, 
scattering in the material appreciably modifies the 
radiative heat transfer, and it is of prime necessity to 
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Figure 8 Temperatures profile with depth in crystalline and vitreous 
PET for two radiator temperatures: (A)-(D) as in Figure 6 

take into account this phenomenon for optimization of 
heating. On the other hand, low-temperature radiators 
are used for heating thin sheets of polymer. In this case, 
the radiation absorption occurs exclusively at the surfaces 
of the sheet ; consequently the modification of the optical 
properties induced by scattering does not change the 
radiative heat transfer and may be neglected. The 
influence of other parameters on the temperature distri- 
bution, such as the velocity and temperature of air blown 
over the plate surface during heating, will be discussed 
in Part 2, subtitled Applications. 
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